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Amazing Pie & Crust Recipes! This is my Amazing Pie & Crust Recipes of cookbooks by Ed

Cassidy Chef Tested & Approved!Start baking pie crust & pies with confidence. No more wondering

if your pie crust or pies have turned out amazing or not.I have included 25 of my personal pie & pie

crust recipes which I bake with confidence everytime. Whether youâ€™re a beginner baker or a

seasoned pie pro, you'll find recipes that will make your friends & family asking for more!
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Chef Ed Cassidy has created a cookbook filled with chef-inspired recipes as he is trained chef,

according to his cookbook Cook with Ed 25 Amazing Pie & Crust recipes. Cassidy has compiled a

good selection of pie recipes including pie crusts.Some of the recipes you will find in his cookbook

include:Gingersnap Graham CrustApple Crumble PieMaple Nut PieChocolate Mud PieButterscotch

Custard PieAt the end of the book is a chapter called Chef's Pie Making Tips that offers a brief

selection of pie making tips.There is an active table of contents making navigation



easy.Recommend.

I picked up a copy of "Cook with Ed Cooking Just Got Easy Amazing Pie & Crust Recipes 25 Pie

and Pie Crust Recipes" the other day as my wife loves to cook and of course I love dessert. I hadn't

seen a book by chef Ed before, but figured being a chef, he would really know the secrets to some

delicious pie recipes.Cooking with Ed's pie recipes are simply amazing! He had all the pies listed

that my mom and aunts used to make as I was growing up, such as Meringue, graham crust, vanilla

wafer crust, classic apple pie, fresh blueberry pie, fresh rhubarb pie just to name a few...There were

also some great pies that I haven't tried before, such as Fresh Pineapple Pie, Peanut Butter Pie,

Maple Nut Pie and Chocolate Mud Pie. I gave my wife the book and asked her if she wouldn't mind

making me some of these great pies. She looked at some of the recipes and told me, sure he has

everything laid out in the book and that it would be simple to make them.My wife made me the

Apple Crumble Pie and Oh, was it amazing! I'm so glad I picked up a copy of this great book. My

wife said is was nicely laid out and easy to follow in a step by step manner and the pie turned out

great.If you are looking for a quick and easy recipe book to create some great pies for family, friends

or a party, I highly recommend you pick up a copy of this great book.

There are some really great pie recipes and pie crust recipes here. More than just typical

crusts-there's gingersnap and nut crusts too. Deilicious!And the pies... fruit and cream and more.

The pecan is my fave.I love this recipe book!

I grew up very close to Pennsylvania Dutch country. One of the first things I learned to make on my

own was pie. I had to teach my new husband that eating pie for breakfast was the best thing you

could eat. That was 50 years ago. Needed new recipes. I like to try unusual ones. The crust recipes

are good.

Of all forms of cooking, baking pies is probably my favorite. I use my mom's old pie crust recipe (a

family favorite), but will definitely give these recipes a try. I really like the MANY crust variations -

most of which I've never seen before. Am so ready to get out the rolling pin and get started! My first

pie from this cookbook is the Nut Pastry with the fresh Blackberry Pie. Can't wait! (oh yes, vanilla ice

cream will be added!)

Can you say Yumm!I can when I think about the maple nut pie on a coconut crust that I'm going to



make tonight. These pie recipes are not only easy, which is very nice because I'm not much of a

baker, but they are also quick which will help out in my busy life. I definitely give this collection of

recipes 5 stars!

This is a great" pie" book.This book has very detailed directions on making pies.I am just learning to

make pies and this has been a great book because it has a lot of good and EASY to cook

recipes.Well worth the purchase price.

The book contains more than 20 pie recipes, it is simple to understand and follow to achieve great

pie crusts! Try the recipes, make your own and enjoy some pie!
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